Shenzhen Seaory Technology Co., Ltd.

Seaory S Series Card Printer Ribbon

Card Printer Ribbon Specification
Model: Half-panel 1/2 ymcKO ribbon
Part number : BXR.22115.XXX
Suitable for Seaory S20 S21 S22 S22K Card printers
High resolution printing effect ,not easy to fade
1/2 ymcKO ribbon panels: Half-size Yellow-Y ,Magenta-M,Cyan-C
panels ,Full size Black resin-K ,Overlay-O panels
Compatible with PVC or composite PVC
450inters per roll (ISO CR80（53.98mm×85.60mm）)
Cleaning roller and cleaning card are included

1PC cleaning roller

1PC cleaning card

1PC ribbon

Excellent quality, Perfect service
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1．Product overview
Seaory S series half-panel 1/2ymcKO ribbon consist of yellow (Y), magenta (M) and cyan (C)
panels for printing a full spectrum of colors by combining the colors using varying degrees of
heat. The K panel is a black resin panel, typically used for printing text and barcodes and the
O panel is a thin, clear protective overlay that is applied to the entire surface of your cards.
Seaory S series half-panel 1/2ymcKO ribbon for printing half-panel full-color images and
combination of Monochrome text and barcodes
This ribbon can only be used in Seaory S series card printers. To maximize print card quality
and card printer durability, please use the Seaory original ribbon.
It is mainly used for printing student card, traffic card, employee card, club membership card
and driver's license.

Print a color pattern (YMC) up to 35mm on a CR80
standard size card, and black color text or elements
can be printed in all areas of the card

2、Main features
⚫ Durability and print quality
Print clear, bright images and text. In addition to the standard colors (Yellow, Magenta, Cyan
and Black), YMCKO ribbons apply a protective varnish (O) that protects the card’s printed
elements. The film can be anti - oxidation discoloration, fading, waterproof, anti - fingerprint
and other functions
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⚫ Safety
Seaory S series half-panel 1/2ymcKO ribbon will not be able to be color printed again after
PVC card printed text, barcode and images and covering the surface protective overlay. This
way can prevent card information from being tampered.。

3、Specifications
Specifications
Printers concerned

Seaory S20、S21、S22、S22K

Number of prints per roll

Up to 450

Compatible cards

PVC or Composite PVC

Come with accessories

1PC Cleaning roller and 1PC cleaning card

Part Number

BXR.22115.XXX

G.W

200g

Packing size

96X62X105mm

Ribbon pickup roller

Excellent quality, Perfect service

Note

ISO CR80

Consumables

Ribbon supply roller
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